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Opinion
Glossary

Hypothetical protein: a protein whose expression is not supported by any

experimental evidences, and whose function is unknown.

ORFeome: the collection of ORFs (open reading frames) in a genome.

Precision: the fraction of objects (e.g. genes) that are predicted to be in a

particular category (e.g. a biological process) that actually belong to that

category. It is also frequently referred to as Positive Predictive Value.

Sensitivity: here, it means the fraction of genes within a biological process that

are correctly assigned to that process by a prediction method.
The genomes of trypanosomatids are distantly related to
other eukaryotes, with significant numbers of hypothe-
tical or conserved hypothetical trypanosomatid-specific
genes, whose functions cannot be determined using
homology-dependent annotation methods. Here, we
describe homology-independent methods to infer bio-
logical functions of genes based solely on their
sequences. These approaches are not limited to trypa-
nosomatid genomes and provide grounds for analysis of
genomes of Plasmodium falciparum and other parasites
associated with neglected tropical diseases. A critical
evaluation of the current state of annotation of parasitic
genomes endorses the need to exploit homology-inde-
pendent computational methods, which can identify
protein functions, potentially including essential genes,
and provide a plethora of valuable information on inter-
action networks and regulatory elements.

Genome annotation of trypanosomatids and its
limitations
Trypanosomatid pathogens are responsible for serious
human and animal diseases, with a very high mortality
rate if untreated. There are no vaccines for these patho-
gens, the available drugs are toxic with limited effective-
ness, and drug resistance is emerging. Although the
genome sequences are available for the most prominent
trypanosomatids, Trypanosoma brucei, T. cruzi, Leishma-
nia major, L. infantum and L. braziliensis [1–5], a high
percentage of their genes are non-annotated, limiting the
available drug targets to the subset of genes whose func-
tions are known or can be inferred from homology. The
focus on three species (i.e.T. brucei,T. cruzi andL.major –

collectively called TriTryps) has led the EuPath Project
Team to launch TriTrypDB (http://TriTrypDB.org) with
the aim of providing an integrated genomic and functional
database for trypanosomatids. Although this database
offers a wealth of resources to query TriTryp genomes,
it still lacks a comprehensive functional annotation of
their genes in that homology-based genome annotation
in trypanosomatids is limited by the poor sequence sim-
ilarity between the genomes of trypanosomatids and the
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genomes of other sequenced organisms, particularly
eukaryotes such as human, yeast and Caenorhabditis
elegans, in which gene functions are extensively studied.
For example, out of approximately 9100 predicted and
validated genes in T. brucei, around 4900 have no reliable
homologs in the sequenced genomes of non-trypanosoma-
tid organisms (blastp, E-value �1�10�6). Not all the
remaining �4200 genes can be assigned a function,
because some only have homologs that are also unchar-
acterized. In fact, approximately 35% of these conserved
genes are annotated just as ‘hypothetical’. Currently, only
about 3400T. brucei genes have any annotation other than
hypothetical (Figure 1).

However, current and developing methods for compu-
tational prediction of gene function hold a great promise to
facilitate the functional annotation of trypanosomatid gen-
omes. Methods other than homology-based transfer of
annotations can help to annotate these genomes (see
below). Many methods have emerged recently that can
predict the likely functions and interactions of genes inde-
pendent of the presence of homologs in other organisms.
Using these methods in combination with homology-based
approaches, it seems very likely that a considerable num-
ber of currently unannotated genes can readily be assigned
biological functions.

Computational annotation of the genome
In addition to the direct search for characterized homologs
of a gene (i.e. through BLAST), other methods have been
established by which gene functions can be inferred. Net-
work-based approaches exploit the observation that
proteins with related functions usually interact with each
Specificity: here, it means the fraction of genes outside a biological process

that are correctly predicted as not being involved in that process.
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Figure 1. Only a small fraction of trypanosomatid genes currently have functional

annotations. In this figure, Trypanosoma brucei proteins are compared to T. cruzi

and Leishmania major proteins as well as the proteins of all other organisms with

available genome sequences (blastp, E-value �1�10�6). The fraction of T. brucei

ORFeome that is conserved in T. cruzi is bordered by the blue curve. The red curve

borders the proteins that are conserved in L. major, and the green circle indicates

conservation in any of 1019 non-trypanosomatid organisms with available

ORFeome sequences on KEGG database. Out of approximately 6300 genes

shared among T. brucei, L. major and T. cruzi, around 4000 can also be found in

non-trypanosomatid organisms with known genome sequences, of which less

than 65% currently have any functional annotation (see the color legend above the

figure). The relatively high percentage of annotation of T. brucei-specific genes

(the top fraction) reflects the large number of variant surface glycoproteins (there

are more than 1000 T. brucei-specific variant surface glycoprotein genes in the

current release of T. brucei genome).
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other, and thus cluster together in the network of protein–

protein interactions. Several different approaches have
been used to assign functions based on: (i) protein–protein
interactions (reviewed in Ref. [6]); (ii) the clustering of
genes according to expression patterns [7] (genes with
similar expression patterns have related functions
[8–10]); or (iii) the presence of conserved motifs within
protein sequences. The combination of these three (i.e.
interaction networks, expression patterns and protein
motifs) has been shown to be superior to any one of them
alone, but interaction networks claim the major share,
contributing to approximately 85% of predictions [11].
As the genome-wide interaction network is the most infor-
mative indicator of functional linkages between proteins, it
is crucial to obtain such a network. In the absence of
experimental data, several computational methods have
been used to predict protein–protein interactions [12].
Combination of these methods has proved powerful for
computational modeling of interaction networks and
226
functional linkages [13–15]. However, many of the promi-
nent current methods rely on the presence of homologs in
other species [16–21], limiting their application to only a
subset of genes for use in trypanosomatids.

Use of a novel approach based on codon usage for
genome annotation
A recent method, called PIC (Probabilistic-Interactome
using Codon usage) [22], has been shown to be able to
predict functional linkages and/or physical interactions of
proteins based on similarity of codon usages of their cor-
responding genes. Because this method does not rely on
cross-species homology, it can be used for detection of
linkages between any protein pairs. This method was
initially shown to work for Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Plas-
modium falciparum and Escherichia coli [22], particularly
when combined with other approaches (see below). Later, a
large-scale analysis of all sequenced genomes showed that
codon usage and gene function are two correlated proper-
ties in almost all organisms [23], including trypanosoma-
tids. Based on this observation, an improved algorithmwas
developed that could directly predict the function of a gene
(based on its codon usage). As an example, this algorithm
was able to find T. brucei genes that are involved in inositol
phosphate metabolism with >99% specificity at sensi-
tivities up to 7% [23]. Other examples included ribosome,
benzoate degradation via CoA ligation and phosphatidyli-
nositol signaling system. Although this sensitivity on its
own is not very exciting, it suggests that the combination of
this method with other homology-independent methods
can build a powerful classifier, as discussed below.

Use of regulatory elements in genome annotation
Genes in trypanosomatids are transcribed as polycistronic
mRNAs, which are further processed via trans-splicing,
involving a polypyrimidine tract as the signal for spliced-
leader site [24]. This feature can be used for prediction of
splice sites and, less confidently, polyadenylation sites
from the genomic sequence, giving reasonable estimates
for the mature mRNA ends. Regulation of gene expression
in trypanosomatids is mainly at the post-transcriptional
level by either regulation of mRNA stability or translation
[25,26]. However, a few regulatory elements have been
identified, all of which are in the 30UTR of developmentally
regulated genes [27–50]. Some indications suggest that
elements in regions other than 30 UTRs could also play
roles in developmental regulation of expression [38], but
none has yet been identified.

In a recent study [51], a computational analysis of T.
brucei genome was conducted to identify statistically
reliable function-specific sequence motifs. This study also
presented amethod to predict gene function based on these
potential regulatory elements [51]. Regulatory motifs
within 30 and 50 UTRs of functionally related genes were
predicted using FIRE (finding informative regulatory
elements), a method that had previously been designed
and applied successfully for finding informative regulatory
elements [52]. This resulted in 15 function-specific motifs
in 50UTRs ofT. brucei genes and 21 function-specificmotifs
in their 30 UTRs, with an overall estimated precision of
75.3% for discovering function-specific 50 UTR motifs and
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84.8% for 30 UTR motifs [51]. The found regulatory motifs
covered a wide range of different pathways from glycolysis
to DNA replication. Once experimentally validated, these
motifs can provide new insights on the regulatory mech-
anisms of trypanosomatids and possible developmental
regulation of genes.

Although these motifs have not yet been confirmed
experimentally, it is shown that a naive Bayesian network
can effectively predict many gene functions in T. brucei
using the pattern of presence or absence of these predicted
regulatory motifs [51]. For example, a sensitivity of 20%
could be reached at a specificity of �99% for predicting
proteins involved in the inositol phosphate metabolism
pathway (precision: 55%). This prompted us to test
whether a combination of codon usage [23] (and see above)
and regulatory motifs [51] could make a robust gene–

function predictor for this particular pathway. It was found
that such a combination via a simple naive Bayesian net-
work can achieve up to 50% sensitivity with >60% pre-
cision in identification of genes involved in inositol
phosphate metabolism (Figure 2). The results of this com-
bination, for genes that are not trypanosomatid-specific,
are consistent with results from homology-based mapping
Figure 2. Inositol phosphate metabolism pathway and its known components in Trypa

phosphate metabolism pathway, as determined by KEGG. Some genes are represented

Light green boxes represent enzymes for which at least one homolog is known in T. bruc

example, although the enzyme that converts 1D-myo-inositol-1P to 1D-myo-inositol is

genome of T. brucei. Light green boxes that are marked by black circles show conserv

predicted by the combination of codon usage and regulatory motifs (i.e. the overlap of KE

other pathways were also among the predicted inositol phosphate metabolism enzyme

predictor was also able to find 31 hypothetical proteins that are probably involved in this

holes (question marks) highlighted in this figure. This figure is drawn based on KEGG
of protein–protein interactions, which underpins the
method (R. Salavati, unpublished).

Other possibilities for homology-independent
annotation of genomes
In the previous section, we explained the possibility of
using function-specific regulatory nucleotide motifs for
function prediction. A less explored possibility, however,
is the use of a similar approach for identifying function-
specific ‘linear protein motifs’. Proteins with related
biological functions are, in many cases, regulated post-
translationally via similar peptide patterns; these post-
translational modifications are widely used in parasitic
cells (see Ref. [53] for a review of post-translational modi-
fications in Plasmodium). Proteins with similar molecular
functions can also share common peptide patterns that
represent their active sites [54]. In addition, functionally
linked proteins can interact with a common interacting
partner via similar peptide patterns [54]. All of these
premises strongly suggest that function-specific protein
motifs can also be exploited for predicting protein func-
tions. Development of a tool for discovering function-
specific protein motifs with a near-zero false–positive rate,
nosoma brucei. Each box represents one of the enzymes of the consensus inositol

by more than one box as they encode enzymes that can catalyze several reactions.

ei. Question marks indicate enzymes that lack an obvious homolog in T. brucei. For

known, no enzyme for generation of 1D-myo-inositol-1P has been found in the

ed enzymes for which participation in inositol phosphate metabolism can also be

GG annotations and our predictions). Three genes that are known to be involved in

s (false positives), suggesting an estimated precision of approximately 62%. This

pathway. Once their exact function is known, these proteins can potentially fill the

Pathway ‘tbr00562’.
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similar to what FIRE can do for nucleotide motifs, can be a
great step for computational annotation of proteins.

Genome-wide expression profiling of genes has recently
opened other ways for gene function prediction, yet based
on experimentally derived expression patterns. For
example, it has been shown recently that an in-depth
analysis of mRNA levels in T. brucei during differentiation
process can reveal function-specific variations among the
expression patterns of genes [55]. Genes can then be
clustered based on their expression patterns, often result-
ing in groups of biologically related genes. Each group can
have a mixture of characterized and uncharacterized
genes; the functions of the uncharacterized genes can thus
be predicted based on the functions of the characterized
genes within the same group. Combining the results of
such genome-wide experiments with sequence-based com-
putational approaches that are described here will secure a
more accurate and more complete functional annotation of
the genome.

Homology-based identification of physical interactions
Rosetta stones [16], interolog mapping [17] and phyloge-
netic profiling [20] are among the most prominent methods
used for homology-dependent prediction of physical inter-
actions. Interactions predicted using these methods are
detected solely among conserved proteins; however, the
results of these methods can be combined with the results
of homology-independent annotation methods to also in-
clude trypanosomatid-specific proteins. Thesemethods can
be combined by several means such as naive Bayesian
networks. This not only enables us to predict interactions
among non-conserved genes but also reduces the number of
false positives and enhances the sensitivity of prediction
for conserved genes.

Concluding remarks and future directions
The availability of genome sequences of several trypano-
somatid parasites has boosted the hope of finding novel
drug targets by computational analysis of these genomes.
However, genome annotation of trypanosomatids is far
from complete. A significant increase in the genome-wide
functional annotation of trypanosomatid proteins can lead
to better understanding of the biology of trypanosomatids
and to identification of novel targets for therapeutics
against trypanosomatids. The robust methodology that
is described here can be adapted for functional annotation
and drug target prediction in other parasites.

Pipelining the tools reviewed here in a single completely
automatic platform, in which the output of each module
can act as the input for downstream modules, will vastly
expand the power and ease-of-use of the proposed analyses,
making them available to every researcher with access to
even limited computational facilities. The main input of
this pipeline will be the genome sequence of the parasite. It
will be able to generate ‘gold standard’ training sets auto-
matically from the submitted genome sequence (i.e. based
on known ‘interactomes’ in other well-studied organisms)
for in situ training of each of its different computational
modules. Alternatively, users can submit their own train-
ing sets at desired steps (i.e. based on experimental data).
Using automatically generated gold standard training sets
228
and user-defined training sets, a catalog of computation-
ally predicted functional data can be created for all avail-
able parasite genomes, providing researchers with one of
the most comprehensive databases specialized in parasite
genomics.
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